into battle
spirit and on a great scale, I cannot believe that organised labour,
as expressed through the great craft unions, would not be ready, if
convinced of the justice of national policy, to make the fullest
contribution in their power.
There is one further point that I must mention which arises
out of the Prime Minister's speech the other day,    I was very sorry
to hear him make a reflection upon the preparations of 1914.    I
thought it was rather ungracious in him to do that.    No doubt,
there were mistakes, as there will always be mistakes, but never*
theless the Navy mobilised 537 ships out of 542 ;  the ships on the
sea were at their war stations before the declaration of war and we
assumed command of the seas at that moment, and for 18 months
one per cent, insurance risk added to the ordinary risks of the sea
was sufficient to equate all the rinks of a war against the second
naval Power of the world.   Such a command of the sea has never
been seen in the history of the country, certainly not after Trafalgar,
As for the Army, within four weeks of the declaration of war six
divisions fought and—it is no national vanity to claim—played a
decisive part In the Battle of the Marnc, and their mobilisation
and transportation proceeded with perfect smoothness and punctu-
ality.   It was a most remarkable feat and performance, the result of
long and careful study of men like that groat War Minister, Lord
Haldane, and that great Staff Officer, Sir Henry Wilson,    Before
Christmas, 1914—Jet the Secretary of State turn his mind to this—
there were 14 British, divisions fighting in the line in France, and
that with Army Estimates a half of what they arc to-day,   I hope
my right hon. Friend will not cast reflections upon the achievements
of the past, even although we have all lived to see their fruits
largely frittered away*
I have done, and I thank the House very much for listening to
me, especially those hon, Members who do not like what I have to
say. I would add this further word, This issue is not a mere
administrative issue. The vote we have to give on it is in some
ways a symbolic vote, going far beyond ordinary questions of
administrative rearrangement. The question which we have to
vote upon, in my opinion, is little less than this : Are we going to
make a supreme additional effort to remain a great Power, or are
we going to slide away into what seem to be easier, softer, less
strenuous, less harassing courses, with all the tremendous renuncia-
tions which that decision implies ? Is not this the moment when all
should hear the deep, repeated strokes of the alarm bell, and when
all should resolve that it shall be a call to action, and not the knell
of our race and fame ?
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